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of link transition probability estimation. In most of these works, however paths were ranked simply in-order of the estimated probabilities and once a path is selected the suggestions are to prefetch the entire documents. Such prefetch has been found to cause excessive wasted prefetch and can adversely affect the overall network bandwidth. Recently, Cohen and Kaplan [l] suggested just doing prestaging-such as pre-establishing TCP connection to avoid the waste. Realplayer (release 7 onward, 1999) seems to have implemented a very similar TCPRTSP-session pre-setup. We have also recently contributed several new ideas. We note, in the web there is no usual limit on links. The degree of branching is very high (in contrast in hardware decision points mostly bifurcate the control flow tree). This is of particular concern in the Internet-which does not own an exclusive bus. In [12] we demonstrated that instead of ranking candidate hyperlinks in order of transition probabilities--a ranking order that also considers the loading time can yield much better performance with respect to larger prediction errors. In [14] we also demonstrated that instead of all or nane--one could only preload an estimated lead segment. The remaining can be loaded in background only when they are requested. The technique can improve responsiveness with simultaneous reduction of wasted prefetch. 'This paper now extends the results for the case of composite hypermedia. Composite hypermedia offers a number of interesting challenges beyond that of hypertext. The embedded elements are generally related with intricate rendering constraints and temporal interdependence. Some early works such as Amsterdam model [9] has dealt with its representation beyond current Dexter Hypertext [8] . However, the performance is now rapidly becoming a serious issue as more websites are effectively serving hypermedia though with hypertext technology. Indiscriminate and unplanned hypertext like file fetch is bound to slow down the rendering just because of their sheer volume and associated delay in active rendering. We provide a technique, which looks into the rendering properties inside the composite hypermedia and provides an efficient scheduling of individuals media segments for partial prefetch based delay minimized rendering.
The following section first briefly presents the model and background material. Then section 111 explains the scheduling scheme. Finally section IV present the performance result of the proposed mechanics under various media scenarios obtained via statistical simulation.
ANALYSIS

A. Hyperspace & Transport Model
In this paper we extend the initial formal model from [14] . Likewise we model the hyperspace in which a reader moves as a graph called roaming-sphere G(VG,EG). Each node here is a composite hypermedia document. The reader moves through a sequence of nodes in this hyperspace called anchor sequence. Links has a transition probability p(ij). The available bandwidth is correspondingly separated into two sub-chanmls; feed channel for loading the streaming segment of the currient anchor, the lead channel to proactively load the 
C. Critical Composite Lead Mass
Given the above analytical model the first question we address is given the rendering profile of a composite hypermedia how much of it's really needs to be prefetched.
We call the amount of data that have to be preloaded to avoid rendering delay the critical lead mass. The critical lead mass for a composite media can be determined by piece-wise integration of the combined rate function performed over a set of intervals defined as negative zero crossing (NZC) points where: ..(2a) Fig-2 (a) at the top shows how the composite rendering profile can be rate for determining critical lead mass. In this example, the determining point is the middle one since mass A is larger than mass B. Fig-2 (b) at bottom shows the lead (D,E,F) and feed NZC segments (G,H,I). For zero delay presentation, the s,ystem must preload equal or more. Note, if a segment sum is negative in jth interval, than it can reduce the piecewise lead segment of G+l)'h interval, however, the reverse is not true. The quantity E is a small positive interval for ensuring inclusion of impulses in preceding intervals. Consequently, we look for maximum positive growth in the rate difference function (difference between the composite rate profile function and the feed channel bandwidth), however, this can be evaluated only by integrating at NZC points. For example, in the last segment of Fig-2 (a), since the negative area A is larger than the positive area B, the integral from 0 to t2, instead of from 0 to t3 is the determining interval for its critical lead mass. Note equation-2 is a general solution including VBR rate profiles. However, easier computation is possible if the composite media is modeled by the profiles given by the equation-1, Accordingly, a composite document with combined continuous media rateRL, an impulse media size H, , and an impulse series media rate h, per time unit t, for a presentation span of T sec, will require a critical lead mass of size:
The time to prefetch is given by:
D. Prefetch Node Ranking
The next issue is--given a set of hyperlinks to a set of hypermedia nodes, what should be the best sequence to prefetch them? Let U= (al,a2,a3.. ..a,) , where uieG, is the anchor sequence. Let's r is the loading sequence in which the nodes are loaded in the prefetch cache (Clearly, U c rc {nodes in G}). Let pi is the estimated probability that a surfer traverses a node n, in roaming sphere G, and TL,~ is the time the node ai is fetched and TP,i is the time spent by the surfer in that node. Thus, we define an overall penalty function--the expected cumulative read-time lag:
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The objective is to find the loading sequence r that will minimize the expected penalty E{ T(TIU)]. It is important to note that this function optimizes with respect to all probable transitions of U, weighted by their transition probability. Given the above optimization criterion, it can be shown that: 
T,
The proof of this result is given in [13] . For composite media, it states that at any branch point immediately linked nodes should be prefetched in order of the ratio of conditional transition probability and the estimated load times of their lead segments.
I11 SEGMENT SCHEDULING
In this section we now show the schedule of data segments and allocation of individual streams within Dlead and Dfeed. We want to avoid a situation where excessive preload of one media can potentially result in sub-critical preload for the other.
Given the NZC points of the combined profile. we divide the indiviidual media entities into byte segments B'n(t,:t,+l), where i is the media index, and t,:t,+l is the NGC intervals. We then define a composite group as Gno)={B'(tJ:tJ+l)l for all i}. A group contains bytes from all entities those belong to the same jth NGC segment of the composite document node N,. However, for lead prefetch, there is no requirement of ordering tlhe bytes within a composite group G,Q), or between the groups from two nodes Gnu), and G,,,cj), when n f m.
Before showing the schedule, we first specify macro request REQ(URL, segment), which is a request for a composite UlU segment., and a collection of several micro
The requests are first queued into two virtual queues. The prefetch queue Qprcfetch contains the fetch requests for lead segments of all the candidate prefetch nodes. The lead segments dre ordered in terms of their Q priorities. Within each lead segment, the requests are further divided into composite groups in order of their NZC segments. The composite groups are further divided into element groups in order of their element order, which can be domain specific. 
I (d) Dynamic Loading Queue
rendering node divided into composite groups in order of their NZC segments. Let this has q NZC segments. These two queues are then concatenated into a dynamic loading queue QDL in q separate episodes each of duration:
.(74 In each episode, first a full NZC group is picked from the top of the feed queue. This is followed by prefetch bytes from Qprefetch in the amount of:
When any one of the queues depletes, the remainder of the other is appended at the end. The exact delivery time of the prefetch segments -as long as it is within the correct NZC segment, does not matter. Since, these are not in need of immediate rendering. We place the feed requests at the top of queue within each NGC segment. Thus, in effect stream data enjoys a little prefetch.
Once, a new anchor node k is traversed, all Gnu) j#k is dropped from QDL. A new Qprefetch and Qfeed are formed and new concatenated segments are appended at the end of QDL. Consequently, if there is any remaining lead segment of Nk not yet fetched, it receives the 100% of the bandwidth.
The process is illustrated in Fig-3 . We can consider a browser is acting at the end of a narrow link. A network embedded accelerator appliance unit is at the other of this narrow pipe. The accelerator is scheduling the fetch operations for the given bandwidth Btotal of the narrow linkend. Consider the analysis of current anchor node No shown in Fig-2(b) . The critical lead mass entails that NZC segments D, E, and part of the third segment F have to be prefetched.
The reminder G, and subsequent NZC segments H, I, J, . . . becomes the feed segment, and is loaded when the user arrives in this node. Let's L1, L2 and L3 are the lead segments of the Q-ordered candidate links. Fig-3(a) , 3(b) and 3(c) then show the content of these three queues.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We preferred to characterize the performance with statistically generated data set rather than with server trace. The controllability of parameters is inadequate in trace. Also the web-page composition seems to be changing rapidly. Thus, the results may not be extensible. Consequently, a broad range of hyperspace data with distinct and varying statistical properties were generated, and observations were made that how the proposed method would perform in each of these conditions.
The objective of the first experiment is to observe the impact of the two key proposed ideas-the Q-ordering of the links and the partial prefetching. We were also curious to see how the relative rendering speed of various media types will impact the performance.
First we generated a random set of nodes (composite documents) each with a parent HTML impulse document and a set of embedded CBR media. HTML documents were given fixed sizes (HIs) . The sizes for the CBR media and the transition probabilities for the links were then generated using normal distributions. We limited the maximum links per node to 21. The underlying algorithm further pruned links with (below E) low transition frequency. For a given link bandwidth we then varied the profile parameter h', as a control variable. Also, since our focus was to track the performance only due to prefetching, we disallowed caching. With each move to a new anchor, all nodes became prefetchable again. We then let 21 sets of users walk through all probable chains of anchor points for the given schedule, not just one user group walking through the most probable one. We then observed the expected responsiveness (ratio of cumulative lag time experienced with active prefetching to that without any prefetch) for all groups. Fig-4 plots the responsiveness (RV) (y-axis) for various normalized rendering rates (ratio of network bandwidth to the rendering rate nRR of the media) (x-axis). The top curve (C3) shows the performance with the proposed lead-only prefetch scheme. (QON+SO%prefetch+SO%feed.) For comparison, the bottom curve (Q-OFF+I OO%prefetch) shows the base case-with simple frequency based ordered prefetching. The dramatic speedup in system's responsiveness is apparent. How much was the contribution of ordering? The middle curve shows (Q-ON+ 1009bprefetch) the performance improvement only with Q based link ordering. In the base scheme the maximum improvement in system's responsiveness we observed (at nRR=.7) is about 1.5 times. It improved to 3.6 times with Q-based link ordering and to +17 times with active lead only prefetching. Faster rendering media is always more challenging. In the other extreme for fast rendering media (nRR=1.7) the base scheme provided almost no speedup (1.12), while the Qordered partial prefetch was still able to improve the system's responsiveness by I .47 times.
The next experiment we performed was to test how the proposed scheme fares against various media types? Besides, the variation in profiles, we also vary the average rendering rate. Generally the text media is read only at a fractional rate of the line bandwidth, while video renders' much faster2. 
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For this experiment we correspondingly varied the normalized rendering rate (nRR) over a much larger range from .04 to all the way 4.0 (log plotted in x-axis). We were also interested to see the impact of various allocations of the lead bandwidth (y-axis plots lead baridwidth factor LBF). TO model impulse media we assumed that all its data have to be prefetchecl within a small fraction of its reading time (duty k=.02). For impulse series media we used duty k=.02 and number of cycles n=3. The 3-D plots of Fig-.5(a) , 5(b) and 5(c) respectively show the performance for the cases of (i) impulse, (ii) impulse series and (iii) CBR media for various nRR and LBF. As it can be observed in Fig-S(a) that slow rendering media can be accelerated about 5 times with 100% lead bandwidth (the leftmost series with LBF=I .O). In contrast, assignment of just 30% channels to feed subchannel (LBF =0.7) improves the situation quite drastically resulting in almost zero lag (RV=+lO zone) surfing. Fig-7 I nwi load factor--the ratio of the actual bytes those were prefetched to the bytes actually read (size of anchor sequence) for the three cases shown in Fig-4 . As can be noted that streaming enabled prefetching reduced the background line load to almost near one (10% excess) in large part of the graph. In contrast, the base scheme prefetched almost twice the data than read. Any lag is caused by the un-prefetched part of the lead mass called wait mass. The objective of the prefetch algorithm is to avoid its buildup. The 2"d y-axis of Fig-6 (bottom bars), shows the wait muss (WMF as a factor of total bytes to fetch), which almost disappeared with scheduling.
To summarize, the above results show how careful scheduling of the data-bytes per node, in effect allowed information from more candidate nodes to be pre-fetched, given the same bandwidth and local storage. Results suggest a little detail knowledge about the rendering profile and arrangement of media elements inside a composite document can be prudently utilized for a considerable reduction in hard prefetch. Any prefetch is a 'gamble'. The larger the part of the documents that can be left for 'deterministic' streaming, the less is the waste.
V. CONCLUSIONS &CURRENT WORK .
Composite hypermedia scheduling is the principle focus of this paper. We have presented the technique and optimization algorithms used for stream segmentation backed by analytical model and rigorous statistical simulation. However, there are many open issues in hypermedia prefetching. While, this paper focuses on communication, further research should be conducted on the principled representation of various complex forms of temporal inter-dependencies in composite hypermedia for their convenient utilization. Some interesting research on representation can be found in the AMSTERDAM Hypermedia model in 191.
As indicated, the estimation of link transition probability, whether it is from conventional access log [17], or from explicit message exchange [3] is essential. Also important will be efficient mechanics for partial document transfer. References [6, 7] have studied requirements for the RTSP and XML extensions for fragment based communication. Streaming issues for continuous media can be found in [11, 18] . In this paper we have used the rate profiles for representing rendering constraints, and demonstrated the potential pay-off. Embedded active scripts also offers scope of pre-staging.
As a part of our ongoing research, we are currently investigating an active net deployable accelerator module, as shown in Fig-3(a) , which can be dynamically launched as an active appliance inside network.
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